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Abstract

This first hand reflection as a doctoral counseling student narrates my social action response after learning my diagnosis with prostate cancer. I discuss my experience, review facts about prostate cancer, and apply Bandura’s (1977) Social Cognitive Theory, a SWOT analysis, and Eriksen’s (1997) social action stages to my activities. These illustrate how I used my story and unique community resources to create awareness and raise funds through an event at a high school football game. Possibilities for additional advocacy events are also discussed.
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According to the American Cancer Society (ACS), 1 in 6 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer in their lifetime (ACS, 2012). For African Americans (AA), this statistic is more serious as 1 in 5 men will test positive in their lifetime (ACS, 2011). It is predicted that these numbers will yield over 240,000 new cases and almost 30,000 deaths from prostate cancer in 2013 across the US. The average age of diagnosis is 67 years old. My own diagnosis came 25 years early at the age of 42. Being raised in and native to Puerto Rico the incidence rate for my group was slightly lower than the 1 in 6 incidence of non-Hispanic Whites (NHW) in the US (Soto-Salgado et al., 2012). The death rate from prostate cancer among Puerto Rican men however is higher than that of NHW but not as high as that of AA men who are 2.4 times more likely to die from prostate cancer than White men (ACS, 2011; Soto-Salgado, et al. 2012). For the three groups prostate cancer is the second leading cause of death, after lung cancer (ACS, 2012). These statistics however alarming don’t reflect the fear and loneliness that come with a cancer diagnosis.

My Journey

When I discovered I had prostate cancer, I knew immediately my life’s course had taken a dramatic turn. The discovery was shocking. I had run a full marathon with my wife on Sunday and the very next day, Monday, we sat together listening to my doctor discuss my cancer and review my treatment options for the first time. I asked myself, “How did this happen?” While my doctor was optimistic about my recovery the discovery was painful. As a father to five children and husband for twenty-two years I was forced to consider their reality without a father and without a spouse. The discovery was confusing. As a dad, full-time school counselor,
part-time student in a PhD program, and self-proclaimed athlete, the sudden discovery of cancer caused me to reconsider my values and activities. The discovery of a serious illness and the need for survival has a way of suddenly reorganizing ones priorities. The discovery was humbling. As a man, this meant perhaps there was something wrong with my sexual organs. This forced me to face some uncomfortable questions: Was something wrong with me as a man? Will cancer treatment force me to be an asexual person? What will my wife think of me? What will other men think of me if they learn I may not perform sexually or maintain urine control? As a PhD student in a Counselor Education and Supervision program, I took the opportunity to write about prostate cancer as an issue deserving greater public awareness and action. The research and writing afforded me a break from my personal distress while allowing me to explore prostate cancer as an opportunity to help others. What I learned about cancer and social change, my advocacy activities, and my personal reflections are the focus of this article.

Early detection was an advantage to me as early detection and treatment have a nearly 100% 5-year survivability rate. My doctor gave me a very positive prognosis because we had detected the cancer early but other patients are not so fortunate. The state of Ohio, where I live, recorded an average of 1,200 deaths from prostate cancer every year (ACS East Central Division, Ohio Department of Health, & The Ohio State University, 2010). Stark County listed an average of 43 deaths per year (Ohio Department of Health, 2008). Neighbors, friends, co-workers, community members, or acquaintances would die from something as treatable as prostate cancer. Successful treatment however is facilitated by earlier screening, and detection (ACS, 2012).

Masculinity

Traditionally, seeking preventive health care is not perceived as a “manly” undertaking. Socially prescriptive norms for masculinity dictate that “men should be self reliant, strong, robust, and tough; that men should welcome danger; and that men should not reveal vulnerability” (Courtenay, 2011, p. 17). Unfortunately, values of self reliance and rugged individualism may do more harm than men realize. Courtenay presented compelling evidence that men’s practice of high risk behaviors and lack of preventive self care practices have contributed to shortened lifespan for men, living five years less than women on average (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2008). For example, a study of men who were offered self care information on testicular cancer revealed that majority of the men preferred to practice traditional male roles of stoicism and avoidance rather than to visit a doctor or perform a self exam (Singleton, 2008). Galdas, Cheater, and Marshall (2005), confirmed that beliefs of “traditional masculinity” have contributed to a delay in medical help-seeking behavior. This trend is unfortunate because delays in cancer screening clearly increase the risk of not detecting cancer until it is at more advanced stages.

Sexual health concerns suggest to some men that they are somehow “unmanly” (Cushman, Phillips, & Wasserburg, 2010). This reflects the positivist view of masculinity which indicates that masculinity is determined by the existence of male anatomy (Moynihan, 1998). Growing up in Puerto Rico with influences of machismo, I assumed a positivist perspective early in my own life. Experiencing prostate cancer, I felt myself succumb to questions about myself and my own masculinity. While I believed my masculinity was defined by more than my sexual health, the crises of cancer in my life caused me to question and explore this further. My circumstances,
the influence of my father, my spirituality, and education helped me to accept my masculinity through a social constructivist view that posits, “male gender is practiced in social interactions and is signified by beliefs and behaviour,” (Moynihan, 1998, p. 1072).

For many, a cancer diagnosis is associated with death and feelings of dread and hopelessness (Conde et al., 2011; Pierce, Chadida, Vargas, & Mosley 2003). These feelings go directly against the “traditional masculine” value of invincibility. The subject of prostate cancer brings together both sexual concerns and cancer fears that can cause men to agonize over the physical and emotional effects of prostate cancer on their lives. While some men pursue screening and treatment, many men opt out of screening even when such screening is available. When surveyed, men who opted out of screening reported that they did so because of cost and time inconvenience. Other men reported they opted out due to limited understanding of prostate cancer and the need for early diagnosis. Some men may also have a general lack of trust in health care professionals, a fear of a cancer diagnosis, or a concern that the screening is a threat to their “manhood” (Conde et al., 2011; Oliver & Grindel, 2006; Weinrich, Weinrich, Priest, & Fodi 2003).

Additional confusion is created for men by the mixed messages from the medical profession about prostate cancer screening. The US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF, 2012) recently recommended against early Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) based screening and stated that more men would be harmed by the screening than helped. This is in direct contradiction with the recommendation from the American Cancer Society (2012), and the Prostate Cancer Roundtable (2012). PSA is a protein in a man’s blood created by the prostate gland. Measured through a simple blood test, it is generally believed that the higher the PSA measurement the higher risk for prostate cancer. While deaths from prostate cancer have decreased significantly since the inception of the PSA test, USPSTF discovered that higher PSA scores have contributed to unnecessary biopsies which have caused needless distress and infection in men from the procedure. While PSA is not the only screening method it is more convenient and preferred by men over the digital rectal exam. (Note: I avoided this controversy in my social change activities by recommending men discuss their screening decision with their doctors.)

**Personal Decisions**

I decided prior to my diagnosis that if I indeed had a positive diagnosis I would be public about the diagnostic and treatment processes to raise awareness and encourage men to consider early screening in their lives. Having watched my grandfather, father, and uncle cope and survive treatment of prostate cancer gave me confidence that I too could survive with my health, dignity, and masculinity intact. I was fortunate to have had these men in my life as role models of cancer survivorship. I hoped I could offer my own sons and the men in my community a positive look at prostate cancer survivorship. When the official diagnosis finally came my wife and I had many personal talks with each other and our kids. We discussed treatment options, my interest in social action, and my decision to be public and its possible implications for her and our five kids. Visiting with close friends was also meaningful. They understood my personal risk in being public about potential future side effects like impotence or incontinence but affirmed their friendship to me, my decision to be public, and supported my use of an online blog to record and publish my early experiences (Lacourt, 2012). Seven weeks after my diagnosis I underwent a laparoscopic radical prostatectomy to remove my prostate.
gland and the tumor contained therein. The positive prognosis after surgery was a great relief and also energized me and my commitment to bring the awareness message to other men.

Social Change

With rich roots in prevention and social advocacy (Kiselica & Robinson, 2001; Lee & Walz, 1998) the field of counseling endorses activities that contribute to social change as an extension of client services. The American Counseling Association (ACA) endorsed and published advocacy competencies (2003) as a guide for counselor activities and an affirmation of the counselors’ role performing such actions. Taking action to change the client’s social system to contribute to the wellness of other potential clients as well as systemic or community wellness is a professional and moral responsibility for counselors (Lee & Walz, 1998). When diagnosed with prostate cancer I sought community leaders (local politicians, talk radio host/community activist, and local pastors) as well as members of our medical community (urologists) to inquire about local prostate cancer advocacy in the hopes of joining their efforts. Unanimously, they reported they were not aware of local prostate cancer advocacy efforts (Personal communications, July 2012). In a county of just over 375,000 people (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012) with 43 yearly deaths from prostate cancer, I discovered no public awareness efforts and only one support group for prostate cancer in the neighboring county. The discovery left me feeling a professional and personal responsibility to enact social change by raising awareness among men about the treatability of prostate cancer and of the importance to engage in earlier screening.

I hoped that being public about my own story would break the silence in our community, share a positive example of prostate cancer survivorship, and raise awareness that would cue men to get screened for prostate cancer. While preparing for my own treatment I explored various community outreach activities, reviewed social change theories, collaborated with various community members, and sought counsel on starting a nonprofit. I discovered I was unintentionally following Eriksen’s (1997) seven stages of advocacy. While Eriksen applied her advocacy stages to the counseling profession I utilized the stages as a guide for my own activities. This article will outline my activities according to these stages. Bandura’s (1977) social cognitive learning theory will serve as a theoretical basis for the social change activities described. I also explored the feasibility of our strategy through a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis.

Theory

Social cognitive learning theory (SCLT; Bandura, 1977) explained that individuals may gain a personal expectation of success by watching others succeed over similar obstacles. I watched my own father, uncle, and grandfather endure and survive prostate cancer, which gave me a sense of confidence that I too could do the same. In my eyes their masculinity was not diminished because of their illness, instead I gained respect for their strength and honesty. SCLT holds that people also learn through verbal persuasion of a therapist, role model, television show, friend, family, teacher, nurse, or survivor advocate (Bandura, 1977; Bandura, 2009; Holt et al., 2009; Maliski, Clerkin, & Litwin, 2004; Nivens, Herman, Weinrich, & Weinrich, 2001). My father’s prompting to get screened was the reason I participated in early screening which led to the early discovery. Efficacy expectation is the belief that one can cope with or follow through on what is required to be successful (Bandura, 1977). Bandura (1977) explained
that people withdraw and avoid a situation that seems too threatening or potentially overwhelming. This is consistent with men’s decisions to opt out of an available cancer screening and the reasons men gave for avoiding cancer screening (Conde et. al 2011; Oliver & Grindel, 2006; Weinrich, Weinrich, Priest, & Fodi 2003). By raising awareness in a public forum, I hoped to influence the self efficacy of listeners through vicarious experience and verbal persuasion. By being in the company of prostate cancer survivors and hearing a survivorship story, I hoped men would see a visual representation of how prostate cancer is treatable and how men can cope with it.

**Seven Stages of Advocacy**

Eriksen’s (1997) seven stages of counselor advocacy are (a) Professional Identity, (b) Problem Identification, (c) Resource Assessment, (d) Strategic Planning, (e) Advocacy Training, (f) Taking Action, and (g) Victory Celebration, Evaluating Outcomes, Regrouping after Losses. These stages offered a natural progression to my social change activities and served as a guideline to anticipate upcoming steps.

*Professional Identity*

I serve as a school counselor but am also licensed as a professional counselor. The values of education, prevention, client wellness, and client empowerment are all values that resonate with me personally and professionally. Kiselica and Robinson (2001) inspired counselors “to identify some human condition that moves them so deeply that it inspires a personal moral imperative to make this world a better place by advocating for others in a manner that suits their personality” (p. 396). My cancer diagnosis became an opportunity to empower men to make educated healthcare decisions. I knew that my experience and understanding could also help me be a voice for the men who are currently suffering privately with prostate cancer.

*Problem Identification*

The identified problem was the gap in prostate cancer advocacy efforts in our community. The absence of a public voice reinforced a systemic silence about prostate cancer that permitted men to remain ignorant about prostate cancer, encouraged their fears, and allowed their questions to go unanswered.

*Resource Assessment*

Adequate resources are necessary to facilitate innovative change implementation (Ensminger & Scurry, 2008). To ensure we had the needed resources, we utilized strategic communication strategies for health awareness, natural events in our community, volunteers, and the cooperation of other local organizations. With Stark County being the birth place of professional football and home to the Pro-Football Hall of Fame, community high school games get significant community attention and local media coverage. Football games in our community are embedded into the fabric of our community’s identity so they occur naturally, are heavily attended by men, and offer a strategic opportunity to deliver health based message to men. High school sporting events were an inexpensive and readily accessible resource at my disposal so I considered additional venues like volleyball, basketball, and wrestling events. After
considering the culture of our community, the size of the audience at the event, and the timing of my recovery I felt that a football game would be the most effective launch for this message.

As a school counselor, I began conversations with my school district of employment (Jackson Local Schools in Massillon, Ohio) and my school district of residence (Perry Local Schools in Massillon, Ohio) to explore the feasibility of using one of these games to deliver a public health message. Both schools already had experience promoting breast cancer awareness at volleyball games, and basketball games. Their October 19th match up would offer both schools an innovative opportunity to promote prostate cancer awareness.

We brought together local school districts, a local urology office, and hospital into planning the event and offered them positive publicity. Eriksen (1997) defined political expertise as the ability to bring together organizations that would not normally work together under a common cause by offering them an opportunity to meet their needs. We discovered a way to generate revenue by selling a “Tackle Prostate Cancer” shirt to students that also included the logos of local business sponsorships. The revenues would fund the cost of the event and future awareness efforts. While initially apprehensive, eleven local companies gave sponsorship commitments in exchange for shirt and event publicity totaling to $9,500 in pre-event money commitments. By offering organizations a win-win opportunity we discovered more resources than we had anticipated. Friendships, local radio show, and social media were also important resources that informed the general public of our event and invited them to attend.

**Strategic Planning and SWOT Analysis**

The team of stakeholders selected the event date, named the event “Tackle Prostate Cancer,” and identified feasible strategies for promoting and communicating a health based message. They asked me to share my story of prostate cancer recovery and introduce other prostate cancer survivors from the fifty yard line during halftime. Whether the message was through a public service announcement, the presence of prostate cancer survivors, a testimonial, shirts being worn by students, cards with statistics, or the presence of a medical staff at a booth, the message of prostate cancer awareness would be clear to all.

SWOT is a strategic planning tool utilized to aid our decision making by exploring the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats involved in social change. SWOT analysis is typically reflected in a matrix (Jyothi, Babu, & Krishna, 2008) as demonstrated on Table 1 highlighting the potential benefits or harms on the horizontal axis, and the internal vs external attributes on the vertical axis.

**Strengths.** As a school counselor in one district and a resident of the other, I strategically utilized the access I had within both districts. We created videos that would be displayed at both districts during morning announcements that shared my story with them, informed them about prostate cancer, invited them to the game, and promoted our shirt.

**Weaknesses.** The event itself was very inexpensive to coordinate since we had a free facility, and a captive audience. However, there were details that would require financing: the shirts, blue socks for the players, blue paint for the end zones, and event signage. Our fundraising strategy of a “Tackle Prostate Cancer” shirt was simple but unfunded initially. We needed to
order shirts to raise money but we had no initial funds with which to place a deposit for ordering the shirts.

**Table 1**

*SWOT Analysis of Tackle Prostate Cancer Event*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal (attributes of the event)</th>
<th>Helpful to achieving the objective</th>
<th>Harmful to achieving the objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strengths</strong></td>
<td>Pursuit, discovery, and organization of resources.</td>
<td>Weaknesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leadership / team</td>
<td>Compelling story and cause</td>
<td>• No pre-event operating funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Event driven by altruistic values</td>
<td>Successful strategy</td>
<td>• Inexperience fundraising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simple and clear message</td>
<td>Access to communicate with students from two districts</td>
<td>• Depending on one strategy for fundraising revenue – shirt sales, and sponsorships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Access to communicate with students from two districts</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inexperience organizing an event of that size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weaknesses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Resources – many stakeholders wanting a say in the event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| External (attributes of the event) | Opportunities | Threats | |
|-----------------------------------|---------------|---------|
| **Opportunities**                 | Community vacuum for prostate cancer advocacy | Adult and student ignorance |
| • Community support               | Community support | USPSTF recommendation to not use PSA screening |
| • Naturally occurring community event with strong male attendance | Naturally occurring community event with strong male attendance | Competition from other charities |
| • Participation from many stakeholders | Participation from many stakeholders | Mistrust for charities seeking money |

**Opportunities.** I initially thought that the lack of existing prostate cancer advocacy in our community was an obstacle but it really turned out to be an opportunity. I discovered many individuals who said, “We hear about breast cancer all the time. It’s about time someone did something for men” (Personal communications, September 2012). This vacuum allowed us to share our distinct message and tap into the energies of survivors, and their families who have not had an avenue to participate in community advocacy for prostate cancer.

**Threats.** Our two biggest threats to the project were ignorance of prostate cancer and competition from other charities. Public ignorance about prostate cancer contributed to the lack of concern, urgency, and misinformation. Many men have asked me “What does your prostate do? Do you need it?” (Personal communications, August 2012) This ignorance creates an obstacle for individuals considering screening, reinforces apathy about the subject, and allows for stigma and discomfort in discussion.

While we anticipated that competition from other charities might be an external factor but we did not anticipate the push back we received. Unfortunately, the local breast cancer awareness group approached the host school administration after our event was scheduled to express their disappointment that our event would be held during October's breast cancer awareness month, and asked that our date be changed so they could hold their own fundraiser at that game.
When we scheduled the event, my own school of employment (Jackson), was supportive but turned down the prostate cancer football game at their facility citing that they were already scheduled to host a breast cancer awareness game in September. This caused me to approach my district of residence, Perry. We selected the October, Jackson vs Perry game on two factors, my anticipated recovery from the August surgery and my employment with the opposing school (Jackson). Living in the promoting district while working in the opposing district facilitated our efforts to cross promote and sell the same shirt to both locations. The school administration affirmed their commitment to our event but unfortunately the controversy continued. Only individuals who worked closely with the organization of this event appreciated the irony of two events held during conflicting months. At Jackson I could not host a prostate cancer awareness game during prostate cancer awareness month (September) because they had already scheduled a breast cancer awareness game in September. The Perry local breast cancer awareness group couldn’t hold their breast cancer awareness game on the proper month (October) because of our prostate cancer game in October.

Social Justice. Men have traditionally held roles of authority, in contrast to women who have had to advocate for their rights. Ironically, the competing causes of prostate cancer and breast cancer present a disparity in services, research, and awareness for men and this deserves exploration. Breast cancer awareness has not only been normalized but has become fashionable with sporting goods stores selling pink gear throughout the year. Local high schools have been hosting breast cancer awareness football games, basketball games and volleyball games for years. These activities are important as they have brought research monies and attention to a worthy cause. Unfortunately prostate cancer awareness lags behind and society’s ignorance is perpetuated.

While there is a higher yearly incidence of prostate cancer than breast cancer (ACS, 2012), the National Cancer Institute (NCI) spent $625 million dollars on breast cancer research in 2011 while only spending $288 million during that same time on prostate cancer (NCIa, 2012; NCIb, 2012). Us Too, a national prostate cancer advocacy organization, estimated that there have been 2.6 times as many news stories about breast cancer than about prostate cancer (Wheeler, nd). They surveyed and found that during 1996-2006, ABC news aired 895 stories on breast cancer as opposed to 228 stories on prostate cancer. During that same time CBS news had 498 stories on breast cancer and 174 stories on prostate cancer (Wheeler, nd). The lack of research and media coverage create a disparity that perpetuates ignorance and lack of urgency among men.

Advance Training

Eriksen’s fifth stage of advocacy served as a review for the staff, volunteers, and prostate cancer survivors to remain on target about the message of awareness. They understood we were not there to advocate for a certain treatment, to make promises about the validity of one treatment over another, or to recommend one medical practice over another but to instead deliver a message of early screening awareness. Very specific questions about treatment were referred to medical personnel. Stages six and seven were the actual event and the follow-up review of the event.
Taking Action

The event itself went remarkably well. Steady rain dampened the attendance to just over 3,000 instead of the anticipated 5,000. Teams of volunteers staffed the booth, covered their assigned entrances to ensure all in attendance received informational cards about prostate cancer, and doctors were on hand to answer questions. We began the evening with over 5,000 pieces of literature, and we finished the night with under a thousand pieces left. Not only did every attendee receive a piece of literature, but many received multiple pieces of literature when they entered the stadium. I worked directly with the prostate cancer survivors to meet them at our designated location, review our game plan, answer their questions, and ensure their accommodations were met. From my earlier phone conversations with them, I determined that I not only wanted to present the community with a health based message but I also wanted to honor these men by giving them a positive, enjoyable experience at this event.

Cheerleader’s chants from the sidelines, referee whistles, football pads cracking against one another, and crowds cheering were also accompanied by the announcer’s message: “Did you know? 1 in 6 men are diagnosed with prostate cancer during their lifetime. Early detection is the key. Men, have a talk with your doctor to determine what screening is right for you or visit with the medical professionals in the Aultman tent.” Between the large signs at the entrance, the handouts at the gates, and the public service announcements it was hard to miss the theme of the evening. The light blue marketing color of prostate cancer awareness was displayed in the football players’ blue socks, the field end zones, and the “Tackle Prostate Cancer” fundraising shirts worn by hundreds of students and adults. Blue banners decorated the field during the halftime presentation of survivors, and the central informational tent was also a blue color.

Twenty-four prostate cancer survivors gave their time to come to the game and stand on the 50 yard line to represent survivorship over cancer. During halftime I shared my testimony and introduced the survivors alphabetically. In the rain each of the men walked across the fifty yard line. When their name was called they each looked up at the audience, raised their arms in victory, and received the audience applause. The men were victorious over cancer and stood together as a visual representation of courage and survivorship. We did not relinquish our masculinity when we learned of our diagnosis; we stepped forward, and fought back! As I stepped off the field the athletic director stated to me, “There is a lot of courage on that field.” I thanked, shook hands, and hugged each of the men as they walked off the field. We felt like a football team that had just beat its cross-town rival.

Victory Celebration, Evaluating Outcomes

A barbecue restaurant sponsored our event and invited our survivors to the restaurant after the game for a free meal. This meal gave us our first chance to review the event and get feedback from our survivors. The review considered the gains made, how the event was a success as well as how the event may have come short of expectations. The survivors expressed gratitude for the event and shared their interest in participating again in future events. I received comments like, “Great work here,” “We really need to do more to raise prostate awareness.” (Personal Communications, October, 2012).
I also used that evening to review the event with our fundraiser. In the end after expenses we raised over $11,000 in sponsorships, shirt sales, and donations. We handed out 4,000 pieces of literature to 3,000 people in attendance and sold almost 700 shirts. Subsequent meetings with the urology office and the schools revealed to me they were surprised with how well the event took place and with how well the message was received. They described the conversations held with attendees who approached the informational booth or the school administration during the event. Comments like “Seeing those men on the 50 yard line really made it more real to me” supported our use of SCLT. These reports, the audience reception, and the feedback I have received since the event have indicated that, when utilized at a male dominated sporting event, the SCLT may be a good approach for offering men a health based message.

Additional future activities

The discovery of prostate cancer in my body and subsequent “clean” blood reports from my doctor have heightened my interest for this and other types of prostate cancer advocacy activities. Holt et al. (2009) developed a spiritually-based intervention for church going African American (AA) men to increase informed decision making for prostate cancer screening. Luque et al. (2010) explored the feasibility of training AA barbers to deliver a prostate cancer message to their customers in a barbershop. I started a prostate cancer support group for men and their families at the local urology office to establish the first prostate cancer support group in the county. I organized a board for the nonprofit, conducted additional awareness events, and hope to develop a mechanism to pay for screenings for men who cannot afford it. Wray et al. (2009) and Kovtun, Engh, and Jatoi (2008) supported the role of prostate cancer survivor as a valuable advocate to generate awareness of cancer screenings and to work with current prostate cancer patients in treatment. With time, perhaps the men in our support group will feel so empowered that they will want to participate in advocacy efforts. I am grateful that such an experience for me has become a source of help for others.

Implications for Social Action

Several components came together to make this a successful event. Relationship building counseling skills helped me to recruit others, organize a team, and facilitate social action activities. A sequential model like Eriksen's stages helped me assess our progress and anticipate our activities in the next stages. Local resources helped us bring together more participants, larger audience, and more money for our cause. The gap in local advocacy and the disparity on a national level inspired us through this project. An existing event with a target audience provided us a natural venue for our message. A simple straight-forward message focused our communications.

High school sporting events have an advantage in that they can help raise awareness of a cause to the local community but they also have their limitations. While a high school football game helped us reach a broad audience of parents, grandparents, school faculty, and students, it did not directly address the focus group of adult men. These events are also limited in the audience outreach and their fund raising capacity. We chose to keep our efforts and funds local, but future counselors may leverage their efforts by partnering with a national advocacy organization, a political representative, or celebrity who may be sympathetic to such a cause. These partnerships may take more work, but they may also yield more resources, media attention, publicity, and momentum, and to their cause.
Counselors considering social action would be wise to operate from a social action model, utilize their relational skills, create a team, perform a SWOT analysis, and focus the message and purpose. I was supported by a number of wonderful individuals through the process who made the event possible. They reminded me that meaningful work is rarely easy (Personal Communications, October, 2012).

**Conclusion**

Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death for men in the US. While there is a greater yearly incidence of prostate cancer than breast cancer, there exists a disproportionate amount of research spending and media attention given to breast cancer. This disparity was also reflected locally in the lack of local advocacy or local support groups. Upon the discovery of my own cancer I organized and conducted an awareness event called “Tackle Prostate Cancer.” I applied Bandura’s SCLT, a SWOT analysis, and Eriksen’s (1997) social action stages to organize and conduct social action in our community that raised awareness, raised money, and offered men a relevant health related message. We found success utilizing an already existing male driven sporting event as a venue for prostate cancer awareness.

I never dreamed that developing prostate cancer would bring opportunities like starting a nonprofit, organizing a football game for awareness, interviewing with radio to get the message out, raising moneys to help less fortunate, or conducting a support group. Hopefully by hearing my story and encouragement more men will take initiative to have earlier conversations with their doctors and face the uncertain fear of prostate cancer.
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